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Looks as though they have caught the silly behaviour syndrome that affected one of the dogs last week. But look at
number 1 streaking ahead. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .oh well done!
Batoutahell at 7-1 won the race well ahead of the pack!
Well, this was an exciting race but would deﬁnitely have
been even more so, if the favourite had been able to compete. SBS is turning out to be a real issue for our sport.

Part 11,2,3,4: Southend Greyhound Stadium, Essex,
September 6, start of the 9th race of the evening.

15 min later: Derek (Del) Whippet and Sidney Pointer,
the owners of the dogs affected with SBS, are distractedly fondling their animals, which are responding enthusiastically, though behaving as if they were somewhat
inebriated, and manically scratching their ears.

Commentator: Well ladies and gentlemen, all the dogs
are in their boxes, so we’ll be starting the 9.20 race in a
few moments. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. And they’re off! Oh, what is
that? Del’s Dasher, the 5-2 odds-on favourite, and Sid’s
Streaker, the 2-1, have stumbled out of their boxes and
are now lying on their backs wagging their tails.

Del: Sid: this is obviously a nobble by the Moriarty
Syndicate, a repeat of the favourite-tampering we saw
last week. And a complete disaster: I heard on the
grapevine that SBS might be infectious and, if so, could
affect our entire kennels!
Sid: I know, Del: what can we do?
Del: Apparently not much: the vet my kennel uses said
that the SBS bug infects a part of the brain that is not
accessible to drugs currently available for dogs, and
anyway the bug is apparently pretty drug resistant. We’ll
have to have the dogs put down and hope that the
infection has not already spread to others.
Sid: Hells bells! These dogs represent years of
breeding and training, and investment of all my meagre
earnings, quite apart from future prize money. And, even
more importantly, they are family! I think I’ll go to the
pub over the road and drown my sorrows.
Del: Hang on a minute: you just gave me an idea. An
acquaintance of mine, Jilly Deels5, a canny
microbiologist from Essexhoe University who knows
almost everything worth knowing, lives nearby and is a
regular of that pub. We can see if she is there and ask if
she has any ideas.
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Part 2: The Hound and Hare, a favourite watering
hole of the dogtrack community
20 minutes later, in front of the Hound and Hare, just
before last drinks time.
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closing time, we’ll walk these lovelies round to my place
and see what can be done.
30 min later in Jilly’s ecohouse on the outskirts of Southend.
Jilly: Come in lads. Take a seat on the reclaimed
wood benches over there. What would you like to
drink? I do a mean homemade sloe gin-elderﬂower
cordial cocktail, or would you prefer a cup of fair-trade
tea? Both tea? Low fat milk? Non-reﬁned sugar? Two
spoons? Ok!
Now to business: we obviously need to stop this
bug in its tracks. Super Bdello is a bug I have
designed from a bacterium called Bdellovibrio6
that invades other bacteria and eats them from the
inside7.

Del: Hello Jill, nice to see you again! This is Sid, a
fellow dog trainer.
Jilly: Hello fellas – I’m going to drown my sorrows:
Southend United lost against Brighton and Hove Albion:
it was a really close match!
Sid: Oh hell, yet more bad news: I had a tenner riding on
the Shrimpers! Let’s go inside and I’ll get the drinks in:
what’ll you have, Jill? Del: is yours the usual or something
a bit stronger?
Del: Well: seeing as it is close to last orders, I’ll have
the usual plus a large scotch.
 ne
re
Jilly: Thanks Sid: I’ll have a glass of bio-Carme
Sid: Evenin Ernie: I’d like a pint of Namad’s
ne
re, two
Narrowside, an IPA, a large glass of bio-Carme
double scotches, and one for yourself.
After they all take a longish, satisfying sip and, in one
case, a discrete burp:
Del: Jill, we have a serious problem and wondered if
you had any suggestions. These two dogs have
probably got SBS and, apart from the misery of having
to put them down, there is the risk that the infection may
have spread to the others in the kennels. Is there
anything we can do about it?
Jilly, looking very sympathetic as the dogs nuzzle her
affectionately, and distracted while considering the
problem:
. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .Well fellas - you sometimes need a bug
to ﬁght a bug: this looks like a job for Super Bdello. After

Sid, looking decidedly squeamish: Oohh, sounds
horrible!
Jilly, enjoying the attention: The trick will be to get
Super Bdello across the blood:brain barrier to the site of
the infection. To do this, I’ll equip it with the equivalent
of a satellite navigation system to enable it to ﬁnd its
way to the target SBS bugs, which it’ll gobble up in next
to no time. This is an agar plate of my little attack troop,
feeding on E. coli, a gut bacterium we all have inside us.
It is in perfect condition to rapidly gobble up any SBS
bugs that it can hunt down. I call it Super Bdello
because I have engineered into it a number of new
features that make it a particularly effective anti-bacterial
agent.
Del: What amazing things you microbiologists keep in
your kitchens!
Jilly: Right, I’m just harvesting Super Bdello and
introducing it into the activated smart microcapsule
fabrication unit, to create microcapsules containing
Super Bdello7. Now, the trick: I am looking in my spice
rack of microbial reagents. . ...ah, here they are – freezedried PilA8 protein and Srr glycoprotein8 – we’ll give a
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couple of generous shakes, now a bit of a swirl, and
that’s it. These proteins coat the activated microcapsules
and, after introduction into the blood stream, will enable
microcapsule attachment to and transfer across the
blood:brain barrier. In other words, when injected, the
microcapsules will home in on the blood:brain barrier,
cross into the brain, and release Super Bdello, which will
then charge towards any inﬂamed tissue and gobble up
any bacteria it ﬁnds.
Ok: now hold your beauties still and I’ll gently inject the
microcapsules into their ear veins. . .. . ... Well done, my
lovelies, all over! Right: to make sure that the treatment
does not have any side effects, you better leave the
dogs with me so that I can keep an eye on them. My
guess is that the SBS will be gone in 8h, but the dogs
better stay for 3 days, just to be sure. I will, however,
have to shut them away from the predatory feral cats I
have adopted, which can be quite mean to good-natured
dogs like these.

Sid: Many, many thanks, Jill. If this works, you’ll have
my undying gratitude. If any of the others in the kennel
go down with SBS, can I bring them to you?
Jilly: Yes of course. Super Bdello loves a challenge.
Del: Yes, that is really a relief! But what can we do
about future nobbling by the Moriarty Syndicate? Jill: do
you have any ideas?
Jilly: Well: that is a bit of a tall order. I think we’ll need
help from a second cousin of mine, James Bondage9
from MIH5710 – his job is to protect British interests and
way of life from those who would sabotage either one,
and he’s always eager to help folk in distress, especially
if he can queer the pitch of some villains at the same
time.
Del: Oh, it would be terriﬁc if Bondage could be
persuaded to help us out!
Part 3: Five months later: Friday evening, 5.35pm,
in the main bar of the Bulls and Bears in the City
(London), a favourite watering hole of the Financial Masters of the Universe11 (which, because of the
obscenely high bonuses paid out to some of its customers each year, has a remarkable stock of alcoholic beverages) and would-be FMUs. James
Bondage of MIH57 and Mamba von Spectre9 of
Menacyn9 face off warily:
von-Spectre, nonchalantly leaning against the bar:
Good evening James. It is wonderful to see you again.
To what do I owe the pleasure of your kind invitation?

Oh: but I neglect common curtesy - do forgive me - what
shall we drink at the expense of Her Majesty’s
Government?
Bondage: Hello Mam. I am ﬁne, thank you. Well: seeing
as Autumn is here and the nights are drawing in, I’ll
have a glass of Namad’s Narrowside.
von-Spectre: Miss: a pint of Narrowside for my thirsty
friend here and a generous shot of that rather delectable
and obscenely expensive WBV12 for me! Oh no: let’s
have a bottle; HMGov can afford the several grand it
costs: please bring the drinks over to the corner table.
von-Spectre, after downing 4 ﬁngers of WBV: Now
James: I am all ears.
Bondage: after a long, slow, satisfying draw on his
glass: Ok Mam - here’s the thing. It has come to the
attention of MIH57 that there is systematic sabotaging of
racing greyhounds by the Moriarty Gambling Syndicate,
one of the many criminal enterprises of your employer,
Menacyn.
von-Spectre: James, I have no idea where MIH57
acquires its intelligence these days - perhaps from the
retired miners who frequent British dog race tracks. But,
though the idea is certainly an attractive notion for, let’s
say, creative enterprises, it is all new to me.
Bondage: Well: of course you would say that, so let me
provide a bit more background to channel us towards a
meaningful dialogue. A few months ago, some dogs
were deliberately infected with a pathogenic bacterium
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causing silly behaviour syndrome, or SBS, and of course
could not perform well. Fortunately, they were cured by
the prompt intervention of a brilliant British microbiologist
and are back on form again, winning races. Unfortunately, it is rather unsatisfactory to have only a treatment/response mode course of action, since the logistics
are challenging, and gambling manipulation prior to treatment cannot be prevented. So HMGov implemented a
pro-active solution. We have now spiked your bioterrorism gun and wanted to let you know, so that both
HMGov and Menacyn can avoid an unnecessary
wastage of more resources on this unsavoury business.
You have obviously spent a goodly amount of your illgotten gains on developing SBS, its mode of delivery,
and an effective vaccine against it to protect the dogs
you bet on, as have we in developing counter-measures.
von-Spectre: James, this is certainly an interesting fairy
tale you spin, but I repeat: Menacyn has no activities in
this arena. However, since you are such a good friend,
and HMGov is so courteous in picking up the tab tonight,
if you provide me with a few details of the spiking, I might
have a word in the ear of a colleague in my organisation.
Perhaps someone else knows something and can help
you direct your efforts more productively.
Bondage: Right. The story goes like this. A while ago,
Menacyn microbiologists learned of a new discovery,
namely that a certain human gut bacterium, called Casanovia resplendenti, or CNR for short, produces a testosterone-like compound, or TLC.13 Providing CNR in a
probiotic preparation increases the amount of TLC produced in and absorbed by the gut, with the result that
muscle mass and athletic performance increases. So,
what your unethical scientists did was to engineer the
TLC production genes into a greyhound gut-colonising
bacterium, and feed it as a probiotic to would-be champion greyhounds. The, for Menacyn, good news is that
the probiotic-fed hounds were faster on the track. The, for
Menacyn, bad news was that, dogs being dogs, and relishing the sausages left by others during morning walkies,
the nice engineered bacteria rapidly spread to other dogs
which then became as fast as those initially treated, so all
beneﬁt evaporated.
von-Spectre, downing another 4 ﬁngers: James: this is
all very fascinating but taking rather a long time. Could
you please get to the spiking point. MISS: another bottle!
Bondage: Hhmm: doesn’t Menacyn pay you enough, or
is it just that you must take every opportunity to get one
over on MIH57 in retaliation for all your devious enterprises we headed off at the gulch? MISS: at this point, I’d
quite like a bottle of DRC Richebourg, the 1978 should do

nicely: please open and let it breathe for a while, before
pouring it extra carefully.
Anyway: So Menacyn decided to nobble competing
dogs and, to do this, Menacyn microbiologists collaborated with in-house synthetic biologists to create a
pathogen that causes silly behaviour syndrome - the
dogs lose orientation and balance, and fool around
more or less like binge drinkers. In anticipation of kennel vets prescribing an effective antibiotic therapy, or
HMGov developing a bacterial virus cocktail against the
bug, when designing it, Menacyn synbiologists made it
resistant to all antibiotics in current therapy and resistant to all phages14 they could isolate. You believe it
cannot be treated.
To secure a legitimate distribution chain, Menacyn
bought up Staines Pet Products, a traditional and wellrespected family-owned pet food retailer, gave it a minimal make-over, started to market new, mostly harmless
probiotic products, and rapidly developed a countrywide
product distribution network. Via this distribution network,
it has gained access to most professional dog kennels
and is able to selectively target and sabotage racing
dogs against which it will bet.

von-Spectre, tossing back another 4 ﬁngers: James:
stop being so dramatic and cut to the chase!
Bondage: So here’s the thing. The SBS bug invades
the intestinal epithelium and enters the blood stream.
Now the dastardly Menacyn researchers had engineered
into SBS key tissue tropism functions15 of a meningitisproducing pathogen, such that SBS homes in on the
blood:brain barrier, which it then crosses and sets up a
local infection in the brain. The inﬂammatory response
thereby triggered results in loss of bodily control and
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focus that is characteristic of SBS. Well, just as you
developed a vaccine to protect the dogs you bet on, our
secret high-tech germ warfare defence group has also
developed a super-effective anti-SBS vaccine that is
currently being deployed in greyhound breeding
establishments country-wide. Moreover, it turns out that
this group, in collaboration with an ingenious British
microbiologist who shall remain nameless to prevent her
being, shall-we-say, neutralised by Menacyn, has been
working for quite some time on tissue tropisms of infectious agents – i.e. their tissue homing systems – and
has developed some interesting and diverse strategies
to sabotage the process of pathogens travelling to the
sites where they like to set up shop to do their dirty
work. One of these involves new molecules that subvert
the normal tropism homing system: a bit like the metal
fragment clouds used by warplanes to avoid ground-toair missiles. Another is a completely new type of antimicrobial that targets the synthesis of tropism-centric cell
surface receptors/lectins. They have also collaborated
with a world expert on synthetic microbiology to develop
a totally synthetic bacterial virus that uses these same
receptors to infect the Menacyn bug and kill it. So, in
case SBS mutates and the vaccine loses protective
activity, HMGov has multiple secret options to spike your
greyhound infection gun.

Bondage: Sure, old sport. Of course, next time we
meet, Menacyn will have to use some of its ill-gotten
gains to pick up the tab, which will certainly include a
good bottle from the DRC.

von-Spectre, sipping the last 4 ﬁngers: Well, James,
that is an interesting, if implausible story. But on reﬂection I may mention it in passing to one or two individuals
who may have an interest. In the unlikely event that they
or people they know wish to contact HMGov, I’ll request
another meeting with you via our usual dead drop.

Bondage: Aye, and you should have seen the look on
Mam’s face when I told him that – he looked as though
he had just swallowed a lump of freshly-egressed camel
dung!

Part 4: A week later, 9.34 pm, Southend High Street,
just exiting from the Acropolis ﬁsh and chips bar
and on the way to The Hound and Hare
Bondage, munching chips with a look of intense
pleasure: These are SOO good! Well Jill: that was nice
teamwork! And the DRC was outstanding, if a little
extravagant for the occasion – good job Menacyn was
paying! I don’t think we’ll have any more SBS problems,
though I cannae promise that Menacyn won’t come up
with a new wheeze to make money.
Jilly: James: it was such fun connecting with you again,
and seeing Menacyn, and especially that awful von Spectre snake, frustrated in their efforts to corrupt the nice clean
sport of dog racing. Fortunately, Super Bdello was super
successful in dealing with SBS in the poor infected dogs,
and that bit of research I could do quickly on the side on the
development of new ligands that sabotage brain tropisms
of pathogens would seem to provide a long term solution to
existing and yet-to-be-developed pathogens that home in
on the blood:brain barrier.

Jilly: Actually, James, after the work on new ligands, I
started a project on tissue tropism which may be interesting for you and MI57. I don’t know if you know this
but the nature of tissue tropisms of infectious agents
was described by the famous microbiologist, Harry
Smith.16 In his work on Brucella abortus, a nasty and
contagious bug that infects the bovine placenta and
causes abortion, Harry showed that the placenta contains a special sugar, erythritol, which is not present in
signiﬁcant quantities anywhere else in the body. He further showed that B. abortus needs erythritol for growth:
ergo the erythritol basis of the tropism of B. abortus for
the placenta16. Since that time, many infectious agents
have been shown to exhibit tissue or cellular tropisms,
including of course meningitis-causing bugs, like Neisseria meningitidis, which target the meninges, HIV, which
speciﬁcally infects CD4 T-cells, etc.15 Interestingly, the
property of tissue tropism is not all bad news since some
pathogens, like Salmonella and Newcastle Disease
Virus, speciﬁcally target tumour cells and are being
explored as a platform for new potential anti-cancer therapeutic agents.17
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Bondage: Aye: every cloud has a silver lining!
Jilly: Absolutely! At the mo, I am having such fun collaborating with Vic Torde of the Lorenzo von Syntech High
Security Institute for Artiﬁcial Life in Madrid 18 on a variety
of projects, mostly to do with the production of synthetic
decoys19, molecules that mimic the surface receptors of
our cells – the cellular doors – onto which pathogens
dock in order to enter and cause mischief in them. When
delivered by an appropriate route in an infected person,
molecular decoys have the potential to neutralise a
pathogen, which attaches to the decoys instead of our
cells. This prevents the body being overwhelmed before
the immune system can get its act together.
Bondage: Now that sounds really interesting: I think our
germ warfare defence folk at Porton Up! (see also:
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-48540653) will be contacting you again to discuss this.
Jilly: Oh, that will be nice! Porton Up! has pioneered
such a lot of key work on microbial pathogenesis and I
really enjoyed working with them on SBS.
In fact, molecular decoys may well become a signiﬁcant
weapon in our armoury against infectious diseases, given
the antibiotic resistance crisis20, which is increasingly rendering physicians helpless when confronted with previously
treatable infections, particularly nosocomial infections.
And you know: molecular decoys are in discussion as
therapies for COVID-1921. The virus causing the pandemic, SARS-CoV-2, attaches via its viral surface spike
protein to a cell surface receptor named angiotensin-converting enzyme 2, or ACE2 for short22. ACE2 not only is
the gateway for the virus to enter the cells lining the
lung, but is also found on the surfaces of cells of other
organs23, including our circulatory system, heart, kidney,
and so on, which may well be the reason why COVID
infections can create unpleasant collateral damage in
non-lung organs24.
Bondage: Aye: I have heard about long COVID24: it
sounds grim!
Jilly: Yes, the SARS virus is really nasty, so anything
we can do to try and sabotage it is worthwhile. Vic and I
are trying to make a contribution to this by using synthetic microbiology to programme a well-known bacterial
cell factory called Pseudomonas KT244025 to produce
different decoys that are non-immunogenic and have no
biological activity, and that efﬁciently attach to the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and block it from binding to
ACE2. If we can ﬁnd a good decoy, it might become a
useful prophylaxis and therapy agent: in future, you may

be able to pop along to a pharmacy and buy a nasal
spray called Pseu-dec that will protect you from any
virus that uses the ACE2 receptor.
Bondage: Well, that would be wonderful because, as
far as I know, we do not yet have any good anti-viral
drugs effective against COVID!
Jilly: Exactly! And of course, if this works well, it could
serve as a generic platform for the production of similar
products with different decoys that protect against other
respiratory pathogens. Decoys could become a new
ﬁrst-line defence in dealing with pandemics, while scientists are busy developing a vaccine.
Bondage: Well, our response to the SBS story has certainly triggered some very interesting science that may
lead to new prevention-treatment products.
Jilly: Deﬁnitely! And by the way, decoys are nothing
new in biology. In fact they are standard weapons in the
ecological predator:prey relationships. Disguise is yet
another strategy! For example, some streptococci – the
bugs that cause sore throat - can bind and cover themselves with various host proteins, like ﬁbronectin, and
thereby disguise themselves as host cells, which are not
then recognised and attacked by host defences26.
And such stratagems are not only found in human and
animals pathogens: plant pathogens have evolved
decoys to sabotage plant defences against infection27.
But savvy microbiologists will try to turn the tables on
microbial use of decoys by using synthetic microbiology
to create new decoys that frustrate pathogens. Actually,
decoys against plant pathogens might be a good idea
for the next project Vic and I start! This may also be
something Porton Up! should look at because evil bioterrorism might come across the idea of focusing on food
security in future.
Bondage: Well, lass: I am glad you told me that,
because MIH57 always tries to be one step ahead of the
villains of this world. And it is pretty obvious that wily
microbiologists like you will be essential to our efforts to
stymie some villain’s evil plan.
Jilly: Oh, I’d love to get involved again in one of your
future missions to save Britain from attack. I have a
number of other microbial tricks up my sleeve. And it
would also be incredible to sample one of those exquisite but, for an academic, unaffordable DRCs sometime:
they are bio-wines, you know (https://www.decanter.com/
features/decanter-man-of-the-year-aubert-de-villaine246429/)
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Dedication: This Crystal Ball is dedicated to the memory of Singh Chhatwal28, who pioneered research on disguises and decoys produced by Streptococcus, and so
much more.
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